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Abstract
Purpose - The purpose of this paper is to explain why central banking as a practice needs to be based

on everyday language and communication because a central bank must be able to act flexibly. The

meaning of a central bank's language and communication is not a linear transferred meaning fram

the sender to the receiver. Language is not the gateway to transmitting a pre-given meaning. Whereas

the meaning of a coded language is rooted in a pre-defined system independent of changing

environment and context, everyday language is not. Expectation-building cannot be anchored tn an

artificial system such as formal language, codes and deductive premises based on formal language ln

guiding expectations of economic agents, a central bank is a part af its own context through the

language it uses tn both its communication and tn its policy of infarmation disclosure concerning its own

risk assessmenl.
Design/methodology/approach - The paper explains the constitutive function of language for

cammon understandtng in central banking and monetary pohcy.

Findings - The paper contributes to the literature on central bank communtcation and fansparency.

Originality/valu e - The interactian between the markets and the central bank is understandable within

a particular history and context which also helps to build up or to restore confidence tn monetary

transactions and relations.

Keywords Communication, Transparency, Monetary policy, Central bank' ECB, FED

Paper type Conceptual paper

lntroduction

The meaning and understanding of a central bank's communlcatiOn are not given

ontologically like those oJ a stone er a car, The meaning is not a composite of different

properties but rather depends on the experience and common understanding of the agents

involved, both central banker and market participants. The meaning is not driven by

mechanlcal procedures like those needed to direct a car on a highway toward a certain

goal, The communicative interactrons of both central banks and flnancial markets are

performed by language activities. The main thesls of the paper is that transparency,

communication and credibility are connected through the use of language, not by a
presupposed mechanical procedure. The thesis implies at least four themes:

i. A central bank's decision-making is embedded in changing contexts and uncertainty

and lt is for this reason that a central bank does not act on a basrs of linear mechanisms

or predefined frxed rules independently of changing contexts.

2. A central bank's action and decision-making is always a communicative lnteractton

with markets (or institutions of the markets) which itself affects its environment and

hence leads to repercussions on the central bank itself

3 The ceritral bank's decision-making moves beyond the mastery of calculus.

4. As a central bank's language is part of, and socially embedded in, its environment, it
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becomes a major criterion for the market's judgment about the decision-making and

communication practices of the central bank.

The paper emphasizes the need to acknowledge the constitutive role of language activities

in central bank theory,

This paper refers to the modern view of a central bank which can be summarized by the

statement that monetary policy is "steering market expectations" (Blinder et al., 2008,

Gurkaynak et a|.,2005, Woodford, 2005). The modern view emphasizes that a "central bank

owes the public transparency and accountability". Communication is at the heart of both

(Blinder et al,,2001, p. 2). Moreover, transparency of a central bank is linked both to the

communicatrve interactions of the central bank with the financial markets, and to ihe

perception of these interactions by market participants (Ehrmann and Fratzscher,2009a,

2009b)

The paper proceeds as follows. The second section discusses the "Draghi Effect" and its

implication, The third section explains the interactive process between the Federal Reserve

(FED) and the markets based on changing modes of communication and language, The

fourth sectton will discuss why everyday language and communication matters in central

banking. The flfth section provides brief concluding remarks.

The "Draghi Ef{ect"

Draghi's speech at the Global lnvestment Conference rn London on 26 July 2012 was

history in the making and is worth quoting. Draghi (2012a) said: "l asked myself what sort

of message I want to give to you. I wouldn't use the word'sell', but aclually I think the best

thrng I could do, is to give you a candrd assessment of how we view the euro situation from

Frankfurt. t ] We think the euro is irreversible. And it's not an empty word now, because

I preceded saying exactly what actions have been made, are being made to make it

irreversible, But there is another message I want to tell you. Within our mandate, the ECB

is ready to do whatever lt takes to preserve the euro, And believe me, it will be enough".

Draghi (2012a) stated that the rlsen spreads, the risk premia, were due to the "risk of

convertibility", i.e. the risk that some countries will leave the Eurozone immediately. He also

added: "Now to the extent that these premia do not have to do with factors inherent to my

counterpart - they come into our mandate. They come within our remit". The announcement

of the oN/T program (outright l\4onetary Transaction) by Draghi (2012a) and the

subsequent disclosure of detailed steps of its implementation led to a reduction of the "risk

of convertibility", hence the risk premium in the euro market and thus served to support the

euro (ECB, 2A12c).ln its press conference at 6 September 2012,\he President and the Vice

President of the European Central Bank (ECB) explained that the Olt/T program did not

imply the seniority of the ECB regarding government bonds which would be bought in the

case that the OMT program would have been implemented in the euro area (Draghi,

2012b). ln that case the ECB would act pari passu with the other creditors, which implies

that the level of interest rates tn the markets were presumabiy lower than rf a hierarchy had

existed,

What can be said about the context of that speech at the time? Tremendous uncertainty

drove the expectation-building of the investors. There were sevei'al factors contributing to

the uncertatnty, for example negative experiences with the SMP program of the ECB in

2010. ln May 2010, after having introduced lhe Securities Market Program (SMP) the ECB

started to intervene in secondary debt markets (ECB, 20.10 2011; Ehrmann et a\.,2011)

Grave doubts about the functioning and acceptability of the European Stability Mechanism

can be seen as another factor. The following aspects seem to be very important and can

be interpreted as playing an important part in the creation of the uncertainty (Calvo, 2013;

Cour-Thimann anc.l Wlnkler,2013): massive capital flows from debtor countries to credit

countries within the Eurozone in 2012, the fear of default by some EU members, indicated
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by rlsing spread on sovereign bonds; and, finally, the ongoing perception of a liquidity

crisis rn the European banking system.

It is worth mentioning that markets had been starting to pay more attention to government

debt, particularly since the end of 2010. The empirical literature underlines that the increase

of spreads on sovereign debts in peripheral countries of the Eurozone was due to the fact

that they - like all member states of the Eurozone - are not able to act as sovereigns.

Investors are accustomed to judge the government debt in stand-alone countries like, for

instance, the USA and United Kingdom differently because of the existence of a lender of

last resort (Binclseil and König, 2012, De Grauwe, 2011) ln May 2012, Draghi had

introduced a proposal to create a banking union in Europe in which the ECB would be

endowed with the power of a lender of last resort; details are given by Draghi (2014)

ln September 2011 the ECB published its program called LTRO (Long Term Ref inancing

Operation), aimed at supporting the commercial banking system with massive and

longer-term liquidity at very low interest rates. The rmplementation of the LTRO in

December 2011 and February 2012 relieved the negative state of expectations only

temporarily. lt did not provide greater certainty regarding the continuance of the Eurozone

as a whole (Binclseil and Jablecki,20l3; ECB 2011,2012b). Draghi (2011) had also

emphasized that the independence of the ECB was not on shaky grounds and that it was

not responsible for government fiscal failures. Whether a central bank should be

responsible for financial stability is a controversial subject in the current literature (Borio,

2011; lssing, 2013; Woodford, 2012).

The compelling question is why did markets react wrth great conftdence to the speech of

Draghi at that time, in July 2012? The speech of the Chairman documents the constitutive

function of language. This consrderation will be discussed in the fourth section. The

suggested logic of the announcement of the OMT program - which has not been

tmplemented up until now - is comparable to a situation in which the danger of a "run on

the bank" is being forced by a self-fulfilling prophecy. The ECB's responsibility for the

mandate of price stability also implies its obllgation to make the needed liquidity available

to European banking system to indemnify a workable monetary transmission process in the

Eurozone.

Given this background sketched above, it is convincing to argue that Draghi addressed the

OMT program at a moment crucial to financial markets. One characteristic of thls situation

was f ragile coniidence regarding any f urther program offered by the ECB and

consequently at the same time high uncertainty about the future steps of the European

monetary union, Draghi's emphasis on the irreversibility of the euro, his promise that the

ECB would act and to make the decisions required to safeguard the functioning of the euro

was a credible message to financial markets regarding the context sketched above. As

empirical studies indicate, the market reaction to this speech was and still is without a
' doubt optimistically positive (De Grauwe and Yuemei,2013). The announcement of the

OMT program was intended to interrupt a vicious circle in capital flows between member

states of the European currency union which was indicated by rising spreads (Orphanides,

20 13, pp 27 -28)

As a new instrtution constructed in a historically unique framework, the ECB's actions have

been accompanied by many criticisms and advice (lI\/FS 2013). From its inception in 1999,

the ECB has been aiming at transparency, credibility and common understanding by

successfully using different forms of communication (lssing, 2005; Muchlinski, 2005)

Recently, in July 2013, the ECB made the decrsion to implement a forward guidance

strategy to achieve a greater coherence of the expectation-buildlng of private and public

spheres. The forward guidance strategy attempts to conceptualize a central bank's

announcement about the future short-term rate as trustworthy because this then has

slgnificant effects on economic decisions and performance, The forward guidance strategy

implies at least one main goal: to restrain the volatility of the main interest rates to mitigate
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the osclllation of other interest rates in the money markets. "Our objective is therefore not

to steer money market rates toward a predefined value but to ensure that their f luctuations

remain within reasonable bounds and not to hurt economic recovery" (Coeu16, 2013).

The statement of the ECB not to change the short-term interest rate "for an extended period

of time" (Coeu16,2013) implies neither a commitment not to change it in the nearest future,

nor a promrse not to change it at all one day. lt is a statement which establishes - or should

establish - credibility by using everyday language when issued in specific circumstances

and contexts; it is context-sensitive,

According to the main thesis of this paper, the credibility of sentences cannot be separated

from the context of communication and speaking, So where and how can the borders of a

context be exactly defined? The context of Chairman Draghi's speech was inf luenced by

the communicative lnteractions of the ECB as sketched above, it was created by the

institution and lts context (Muchlinski, 2011; Lamla and Sturm,2013). However, the ECB

also acts within a context o{ the international monetary system in which the "risk of

convertibillty" inf luences international capital movements motivated by "aggresstve

risk-taking" (Borio and Disyatat, 2011, ECB, 2012a). Therefore, the context of

communicalive interaction for the ECB can hardly be reduced to the Eurozone itself .

The following section will concern the FED's forward guidance strategy introduced by lhe

former Chairman Bernanke.

The misleading analogy

Bernanke, former Chairman of the FED (USA), emphasizes the misleading analogy o{ the

US economy to be a car and the Fed or Federal Open li,4arket Committee (FOMC) to be a

driver (Bernanke, 2004a, p. 1). Bernanke oblects to this analogy because it suggests that

monetary policy is also a stmple, linear and mechanical procedure (Bernanke, 200ab) He

rejects the concepts o1 "tnstrument rules" and "targeting rules" because these terms are

used in traditional theories of monetary policy to describe rnechanical adaptation; a critique

of these traditional assumptions is pointed out by - for instance - Vickers (1998) and

Wink'e'(2000)

ln describing monetary policy as an interactive process, Bernanke proposes to introduce

a different terminology. He reframes traditional concepts and replaces "rule" with "policy"

because the term "rule" signifies a concept of rigid adherence to the old view on central

banking as fighting against markets, Furthermore, for "instrument rule" and "targeting rule",

he substitutes "srmple feedback policies" and "forecast-based policies". Both new terms,

feedback policies and forecast-based policies, Bernanke claims, are suitable for

explaining the interaction of central banks with markets, The term "policy" underlines the

process and time whrch are needed to aim at the mandate of price stability. Any expected

changes of the federal funds rate (FFR) will change other economic variables with a

longer-lasting horizon which the market normally focuses on,

The term "simple feedback policy" indicates a relation to a limited set of indicators to

describe the macro economy at a certain moment and to relate policy reaction to indicators

which are easily separately measured. ln contrast, "forecast-based policy" refers to more

complex lndicators which are not clearly defined and/or exactly measurable, and hence

quantifiable and observable "facts", but rather factors such as perception, understanding

and expectations. "While specifying a complete policy rule is infeasible, however, there is

much that a central bank can do - both by its policy actions and its words - to improve the

ability of financial markets to predict monetary policy actions [. , .] Words are also

necessary" (Bernanke, 2004c)

Since 2001 the FED had started to implement a policy of disclosure and communication

(Kohn and Sack 2003). Since 20OB the FED has been experimenting with different modes

by choosing particular sentences or parts of particular sentences. In April 2011 the FED

held its first press conference at the age of 98. ln the middle of 2011 the FED began to
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improve its communication by using a new mode of language: "The Committee currently

anticipates that economic conditions [. . .] are likely to warrant exceptionally low levels for

the federal funds rate at least through mid-2013" By explaining that it will not change the

target "for some time", the FED tried to guide expectatlons over a longer period. The FOMC

subsequently lmproved its communication in the meeting on 13 December 2011. The

FON/C stated that it lmplies a more flexible form of communication (Minutes of the Federal

Open Market Committee [FO|\/C] meeting on December 13,2011, p.9; Federal Reserve

Bank, 201 1) The FED introduced an additional element, an explicit statement, to its forward
guidance strategy called the interest rate projection in its press conference on January 25,

20'12 (Federal Reserve Bank,2012, Transcript of the Press Conference January 25,2012;

Bernanke, 2014). Whereas the FOMC in its session ln January 25,2012, moved toward a

new sentence "at least through lale 2014", it changed its language in September 2013

again by extending the time frame to "mid-2015" (Federal Reserve Transcript,2013).

According to the modern view of central banking, central banks should be transparent

about their monetary policy decisions and about their own views of future development, as

the new strategy of disclosing the interest rate projection by the FOMC indicates. The FED

has continued to improve its communication by the forward guidance strategy. The FOMC

explained. "an accompanying narrative will describe the key factors underlying those

assessments as well a qualitative informatron regarding participants' expectations for the

Federal Reserve's balance sheet" (Federal Reserve Transcript, 2013, p. 10)

The new mode of language involves the articulation of expectations about the appropriate

future level of the FFR ancl its target by the members of the FOMC. The new mode of

language poses the question how and why publishing the FOMC's expectations about the

changing economic context could function as a strategy to anchor expectations?

The forward guidance strategy of the FED concerns Ihe future short-term policy rate, i.e. the

FFR By announcing a longer period in which the policy rate shall be unchanged, a central

bank tries to guide markets' expectation and therefore io stabilize economlc

decision-maklng. Expectation-building is lnfluenced by common understanding and also

by the history of how a central bank has acted in the past.

Expectation-building as language interaction

The forward guidance strategy of the FFD and the ECB are indispensabie for a

communication strategy, as a central bank's main instrument for gulding market

expectations is to set the short-term lnterest rate in money market. As context and

environment change over time, so do communication and language. Any action of a central

bank is itself a part of conceptual actions wlthln a complex situation. The use of language

structures thought and reality through its constitutive functlon. It creates institutional facts.

It is for this reason that central bank communication matters and why the use of language

plays a central role in shaping the position of central banks. As depositories of knowledge
. and experience (King, 2004) central banks have to recognize the epistemic preconditions

of a success{ul communicative interaction with the market,

Both central banks have been starting to develop solutrons by implementing

unconventional monetary policy in a situation ln which the short-tem interest rate has

already reached a low level, close to zero, which creates a totally new sltuation and context

(cour-Thimann and winkler, 20 13; white, 2012; woodford, 2a1) At this point, one has to

recognize that the central bank's power is asymmetric. As present strategies of central

banks indicate, a policy of easing money in times where the agents do not possess an

optimistic view of the economy is not possible, The actions of the FED and ECB, its words

and deeds, aiming at restoring confidence in the markets after the Lehman default, are

linked to a central bank's reputation and credibility and on its institutional context.

As both the FED and the ECB explain, the communication and language of central banks

are neither a commitment, nor a promise, so how is it possible to anchor the market

expectations to changing language at all? To understand how monetary policy works
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through markets, one has to acknowledge the process of perception, communicative

interaction and understanding of what the central bank is talking about. Monetary policy

can nerther be explained by a linear input-output{ransmisslon nor by pure deductive

arguments based on formal language. With uncertainty in the landscape, central banking

needed to be anchored in everyday language.

Academic economics is predominantly couched in formal language. However, certain

critiques on the predominant formal language approach to economlc questions have

already infiltrated the agenda of economrc meetings, particularly the agenda of central

bank theory and monetary policy (Borio, 2013; Calvo, 2013). A f ormal language or code

ts an appropriate mode, for example, to steer cars through highways and tunnels. lt is

not suitable to steering expectatrons of a heterogeneous formation - such as markets.

Guiding of expectations by central banks cannot be separated from the use of

language and communication. To promise to adhere to a certain rule implies fooling the

public and ls simply not credible, However, expectations are not mental states.

Expectations are perceived and ludged as articulation in communicative interaction

(Trabanl, 2009).

At thls point the meaning of language or of a sentence, a word, does not refer to a mental

state or intention but rather to communicative interaction. lt follows from the modern vrew of

language science ihat there is no reason to assume a divergence between the

statements of the central bank and its intention or beliefs. "The meaning of a word is its

use in the language" (Wittgenstein 1 978, p. 43). The meaning resuits out of the practrce

of how words and sentences are used in different situations. Wittgenstein revolutionizes

the traditional vlew in philosophy and its premises that only thoughts, mental states or

thinking matter because language is to be seen aS neutral. He emphasizes that

language rs an instrument of thinking (Wittgenstein,1978, p. 569). Language is "doing

work" (Wittgenstein, 'l 978, p 132). Language is not neutral Language is not neutral

regarding its function in a rnonetary economy. This position is in line with the modern

view of language sclence (Trabant, 2009).

Furthermore, common understanding is a prerequisite step to achieve a coherence of

private and public expectations. This coherence does not imply substituting private

expectations building by the FED because steering market expectations is linked to central

bank transparency and credibility (Yellen, 2014). A central bank's communication is an

attempt to create a common understanding by stating how a central bank itself evaluates

the current state of the economy. Although central bankers also point to the danger of

miscommunication, they do not pay much attention to the prerequisite of understanding

(Woodford, 2013 p. 14). However, successful communicative interaction is based on

common understanding (Simmons, 2006). How is understanding possible? Borio states,

"understanding in economics does not proceed cumulatively" (Woodford, 2A13, p.7).

Understanding depends on how market participants in fact interact. Davidson, 1982,

p.327), a philosopher, argued that, '(t)o understand the speech of another, I must be able

to think of the same things she does: I must share her urorld. I don't have to agree with her

in all matters, but in order to Cisagree we must entertain the same proposition, with the

same subject matter, and the same standard of truth. Communication depends, then, on

each communicant having, and correctly thinking that the other has the ccncept of a

shared world, an interactive world. [. ]The conclusion of these consideratlons is thal

rationality is a social trait. Only communication has it".

This consideration can be supported by the proposition that language provides a systern

of mutual orientation for both speaker and listener which enables them to configure a

context for communicative interaction. lt goes beyond merely being viewed as only a

medium,of transforming information; language is not neutral (Trabant, 2009) Using

language is part of an activity. The use of language, hence language interactlon, is nol

based on f ixed rules. This view implies two important consequences:
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1 the meanrng of a used word or sentence is not fixed; and

2 the meaning of words and sentences does not arrive by accounted words or "wording"

(Searle, 1969, p. 17).

The language or "the language game" is based on "agreernent in action. [ ] We say that'

in order to communicate, people must agree with one another about the meaning of the

words. But thrs criterion for this agreement is not just agreement with re{erence to

definitions, e.g. ostensive definitions - but also an agreement in judgments. lt is essential

for communication that we agree in a large number of judgments" (Wittgenstein, 1983,

pp. 342-343). This quotation rndrcates high relevance to central bank communication of the

use of everyday language. Agreement is an implication of interaction based on everyday

language.

The modern view of central banking is rooted in the realm of central bank practice, not in

premises which are of no relevance to this practice, for instance, the neutrality of money or

neutrality of language. Winkler proposes defining monetary policy as language analogy.

Winkler concludes "f rom this perspective a monetary policy strategy is like a language. Like

a language it provides tools, and a frame for reasoning, and a vehicle for communicatton"

(Winkler, 2000, p. 23). Language is not a veil of thoughts, Words or sentences have no

meaning beyond their use in a context (Wittgenstein, 1978 p 432). Language is not a

vehicle to transmit the ready-made meaning or informatronal content from a sender to a

receiver. Furthermore, meaning and understanding are embedded ln action. Neither

money nor language is neutral. Calvo (2013) refers to the work of John M. Keynes who

explained why money cannot be nterpreted as neutral. However, mainstream economtcs

has ignored Keynes' analysis of money and finance by stating that rnoney is a veil

(Muchlinski,2012).

Acting means that market agents shape contexts and create new contexts which require

the use of language as a publrc medium. Any decision-making process and communicative

interaction must be anchored in a reference to the practice. lt makes more sense to focus

on everyday language to explain a strategy regarding uncertainty and the unstable current

economrc conditions than to promise to base a judgment on a numerical fixed rule. lf

central banks speak wrth formal language or codes, they have to use a given meaning of

thts formal language or codes indepencient of changing contexts and times. Exactness is

a property of formal language and formal theory and is limited in tts proper application to

experience. Non-exactness and vagueness characterize everyday language as a social

phenomenon embedded in changing contexts, Non-exactness, vague terms and concepts

are not bounded, whereas codes and formal language are.

Conclusions

The success of monetary policy depends on a central bank's capability to judge the
. changing context and to interact convincingly with the agents in the market, Central

banking is seen as an tnteractive procedure between the central bank and the financial

ma.kets.

This paper argues that choosing different modes of communication, language and

explaining decision-making seem to be a more adequate way to guide market expectations

than promising to base a central bank's decision-making on a f ixed numerical rule or formal

language. Expectation-building cannct be anchored in an artificial system such as formal

language, codes and deductive premises based on formal language. The meaning of a

coded language is rooted in a predefined system independent of a changing environment

and conlext. Steering market expectations do not at all occur by mechanical moves or

steps,

Therefore, adjusting language and changing modes of communication according to

changing context slrengthens the credibility of the central bank and stabilizes the

economy. Market expectations need to be anchored in changing circumstances and
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contexts, and hence in everyday language. Communicative interaction is not a linear

process because information and the meaning of sentences are not given by the sender,

but rather through common understanding. A coded language appears as a sure guide

toward the best choice among {inancial opportunities and simulates certalnty, This is

illusory. The use of code words implies the danger of mrsunderstanding and of veiling the

context in which a central bank has to operate flexibly and decisively. Contrary to its

assumed beneficial effects, the use of a coded language will create and exacerbate

situations where parties are misled and misunderstood - as the frnancial crises have made

clear, ln contrast to a coded language, the language in cOmmunicative economic

tnteractions can neither be explained nor understood by an analogy to a mechanical

rmpulse-resonance. The effectiveness of a central bank is a result of its capacity to act and

of the acceptance of its actions by society.
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